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Carenado's Custom Skyhawk is based on the C172 Skyhawk. It includes both the original Carenado
model and the improved new model. This is a recreation of a USAF 2nd Squadron Skyhawk which was
flown by Mike Musiewicz and kept at Hangar No. 4 at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico. Built with
aluminum, fiberglass and resin, the aircraft features a re-built power system, a new greeen and dark
grey textured exterior, completely re-built fan and propellers, plus all new glass. It includes all the

features of the original aircraft and more, including; engine cowls, a sliding cockpit door and window,
engine cowl grab handles, brand new bonnet cowl, convertible two-wheel landing gear, re-styled

cockpit gauges, a light wind-cut assembly, a removable panel with forward fuselage trim, new
canopy, collectible 1/32 ATHA PE-411379 title and 1/32 Carenado Aircraft parts kit, a 24-hour radio, a

new flight suit from the USAF and more. The Carenado aircraft is available for both shipment and
assembly. Assembled - $2,995.00 - $3,995.00 (VIP) Assembly - $1,199.00 Add-ons/parts/equipment:
To fly the aircraft you need the following parts/equipment 3 Control Tabs 2 Aluminum 13 bbl Rotax
545's 1 set of Non-Sprung Landing Gear and two spare tires 6 Pitot Probes 1 glider/kite airbrakes 1
24” NBC smoke screen 1 20” NBC Smoke screen 1 24” Flame Arrestor 1 Rescue Pack 1 Multi-panel
Pin Box 1 PE-411379 Title 1 ATHA PE-411202 Title 1 B747 Intercom and B727 Intercom When you

assembly the aircraft you will need: 1 Power Package 1 Flight Manual and a 16" x 22" ATC Scene 36”
Aluminum Wing KIT: The kit includes the following parts/equipment: Clipped Wings and Rotor Spinner
from the aircraft Metal Wing Spar Micro fittings Glass Glass Tube Mold 4 Fuel Tank Main Turbine Rotor

Spinner Rotor Blades Cowl and Straps

Features Key:
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Fixed the disappearing quality bug.
Fixed characters disappearing when jumping over traps when camping.

Added first levels.

The Saint: Abyss of Despair installation and activation

As in the previous games it is enough to locate the NK Body and you can safely cancel it. All agents
can be opened in this mode.
You can change the skin color if your preference.
In this mode your Agent's firepower and energy decreases. Warning: If you use an old saved file with
attenuated firepower a bad difficulty will be activated when you open it. Regeneration and stock,
weapons, and Personal shield are enough to bypass this problem.
By default the Game keeps the skill points to level 10, if you have a better grade in them they will be
regenerated.
The character doesn't have a cash. All abilities have to be used to get out of situations. If the cash is
not enough, you can buy clothes and furniture.
Smokes are a limited resource, but they can be useful in certain situations if you have a special skill.
And because they are limited, they don't have to be kept forever in the inventory.
Drink up. There isn't a chance of a health hint in the game.
When you move a mouse over the heroine, you can see the cutie in full screen.

The Saint: Abyss of Despair playing time
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